Course (Re)Design
Yale Summer Institute • May 15 - 17

The Office of the Provost and the Center for Teaching and Learning invite all Yale faculty to participate in the Summer Institute on Course (Re)Design.

Do you have a new course you intend to develop; are you currently teaching a course that you would like to update?

The Summer Institute is designed to help instructors:

- Examine principles of how people learn and apply them to teaching
- Identify assessment strategies to strengthen connections between student learning and course assignments
- Identify and refine components of classes that could be made more inclusive
- Identify strategic actions to strengthen the culture of teaching and learning at Yale

About the Summer Institute:

Pictured Left to Right: Jennifer Frederick; Nancy Niemi; hari stephen kumar; Thomas Anthony Angelo

Jennifer Frederick, Executive Director of the Center for Teaching and Learning, and Nancy Niemi, Director of Faculty Teaching Initiatives, will lead the Summer Institute on Course (Re)Design. The institute will include workshop sessions by expert guests and facilitation by CTL professionals.

Expert Guests:

hari stephen kumar
Amherst College | Director of Instructional and Curricular Design Services & Associate Director of the Teaching and Learning Collaborative

Thomas Anthony Angelo
Univ. of North Carolina Chapel Hill | Clinical Professor & Director of Educator Development in the Academy

Apply by April 15, 2017

The Summer Institute will take place at the new CTL in Sterling Memorial Library, 301 York Street. Space is limited. Apply online: ctl.yale.edu/YaleSI2017

Questions or concerns, contact:

Jennifer Frederick via Jennifer.Frederick@yale.edu
Nancy Niemi via Nancy.Niemi@yale.edu